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9 Day Northland Cycle daily trip notes 
Encounter rich Maori culture on this 9 day / 8 night scenic cycling circuit at the tip of the North Island. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  
 

 

Trip highlights 
 Cycle through the stunning Waipoua Forests  

 Visit Tane Mahuta, “Lord of the Forest” the world’s 
largest kauri tree  

 Cross the beautiful Hokianga Harbour  

 Admire Cape Reinga, the northern most point of NZ 

  Savour fresh seafood throughout the tour  

 Enjoy beautiful cycling along coastal roads with sea views 
and golden sands  

 Spend a free day relaxing in the magical Bay of Islands 
 

This tour is a combined tour with Natural High and Adventure South. 
 

The trip 
This journey into Northland takes you to the most northerly point in New Zealand. The scenery is sublime with 
long white beaches stretching between ancient volcanic headlands, remote dune-scapes melding into sub-tropical 
forests and warmer evenings yielding to spectacular bright starry nights. This itinerary provides challenging 
cycling as we ride from our hotel every day and aims to minimise the number of vehicle transfers. From Auckland 
we follow the west coast via the magnificent kauri forests where you’ll encounter Tane Mahuta, New Zealand’s 
biggest kauri tree and the stunning Hokianga Harbour with it’s enormous sand dunes. The northward journey 
follows 90 Mile Beach and ends at Cape Reinga, where the waters of the Pacific Ocean collide with the Tasman 
Sea. We then head southwards down the east coast to the original capital, the harbour town of Russell, where 
there is a free day to explore secret beaches and climb up to a vantage point for breathtaking views. We continue 
to follow the coast southwards cycling bay to bay through rolling green countryside and lush native bush, to arrive 
back in Auckland at the conclusion of our tour. Accommodation will be a mixture of resorts and quality motels in 
scenic coastal locations. 
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Trip Grading – Moderate to Challenging  
To determine the grade of a particular adventure we consider a number of factors. These include the condition of the terrain, 
the altitude, the amount of climbing, the types of roads and the length of the trip. The Northland Cycle is graded moderate to 
challenging. You will need to be a competent road rider with stamina and a good level of fitness, you should be able to cycle 
comfortably for up to 6-8 hours or around 100km/60miles per day, day after day, with some extended uphill ascents. There 
are some long days and some steep sections. You should be confident riding on main roads alongside traffic which can be 
travelling at speed. This tour is not for beginners. The tour is fully supported and if at any stage you feel like having a rest 
from cycling you will be able to ride in the support vehicle. 
 

You will need to fly into Auckland the day prior to the tour departure. Your guide will collect you from a central 
Auckland hotel on the first morning of the tour. At the end of the trip if you wish to fly home this evening please 
ensure your flight departs Auckland domestic airport later than 8pm. Taxi’s, shuttles and local buses are available 
to take you to the airport from the central city. We don’t recommend catching international flights on the same 
day as the tour finishes. For those staying in Auckland on the final evening your guide will drop you at a central 
drop off point around 5-6pm (depending on traffic). 
 
Day 1 – Auckland to Baylys Beach 
We meet in Auckland at 8:30am for a bike fit and tour briefing. We then drive northwards out of Auckland for approx 2 hours 
to the start of our cycle tour at Paparoa. We start with a short warm up ride through rolling hills through rural communities 
where we turn off at Matakohe to go to the Kauri Museum for lunch. We recommend taking time to visit this amazing display 
which tells the stories of the pioneers and the history on the Kauri Coast, you can see the world’s largest kauri slab and the 
uses of the beautiful kauri timber (optional visit). The afternoon is a flat ride as we follow the Wairoa River into the small 
town of Dargaville through prime kumara growing country. Our final 13km is undulating and brings us to Baylys Beach, a 
huge expanse of white sands. We have time to relax and walk on the beach before dinner, then a sunset walk to view the sun 
setting into the ocean is an evening must do. 
Cycle Distance: Paparoa to Baylys Beach – 65km / 41miles Total Ascent: 330m  
Meals: L,D 

 
Day 2 – Baylys Beach to Omapere 
The day starts off with an easy 33km as we retrace our steps from Baylys Beach and then head northwards towards the more 
challenging hill section in the Waipoua Forest. Here the road becomes enclosed by thick lush native forest as it winds through 
magnificent stands of tall kauri, rimu and northern rata, and offers extensive views in a few places. The sag wagon is as 
always available to take the hard work out of the hills. We take a slight side detour to our lunch site alongside the Waipoua 
River. The climbing continues after lunch and at the top of the last major climb we take a rest from the bike to walk through 
the forest. Here we can admire Tane Mahuta, ‘Lord of the Forest’. With a girth of 13.77m it is New Zealand’s largest known 
living kauri tree. As we leave the forest we are greeted with views of the surrounding hills and our descent to Pakia Hill 
Lookout rewards us with spectacular views of Hokianga Harbour and the large sand dunes across the bay. We continue to 
descend into Omapere and our accommodation for the night. The hotel has a waterfront setting and we will have time to 
relax and enjoy this special place. Tonight we are free to make our own dinner arrangements.  
Cycle Distance: 82km / 51miles Total Ascent: 1150m  
Meals: B,L  
 
Day 3 – Omapere to Ahipara 
Our scenic ride today starts as we skirt the shores of the beautiful Hokianga Harbour. We pass through Opononi which 
became famous when a bottlenose dolphin “Opo” started swimming with children in the summer of 1955/56. We continue 
along quiet rural roads to Rawene where we take a car ferry across the harbour. The road continues to follow the waters 
edge along the side of the 
Mangamuka River, before turning inland and winding its way through the pretty Maungataniwha Ranges. The final short 
climb of the day takes us through the Herekino Gorge to emerge on the west coast at Ahipara on the southern end of the 
spectacular 90 Mile Beach.  
Cycle Distance: 91km / 57miles Total Ascent: 930m  
Meals: B,L,D 
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Day 4 – Ahipara to Cape Reinga to Taipa Bay 
A spectacular ride today takes us to New Zealand’s northernmost point at Cape Reinga. Cape Reinga is considered the 
separation marker between the Tasman Sea to the west and the Pacific Ocean to the east. From the lighthouse it is possible 
to watch the tidal race, as the two seas clash to create unsettled waters just off the coast. At the Cape there is a gnarled 
pohutukawa tree, believed to be over 800 years old. According to Maori legend, the spirits of deceased Maori leap from this 
tree into the ocean to return to their ancestral homeland of Hawaiki. We will ride either north to south or south to north to 
take advantage of tail winds. The road is straight and undulating with occasional views out to sea and we make a small 
detour to visit the famous 90 Mile Beach. In the afternoon we will drive back down the peninsula to Awanui and onto our 
luxurious resort at Taipa Bay. We can enjoy a walk on the beach immediately opposite our accommodation and tonight we 
have dinner overlooking the sea.  
Cycle Distance: Pukenui to Cape Reinga – 70km / 44miles Total Ascent: 775m  
Meals: B,L,D 
 
Day 5 – Taipa Bay to Russell 
Today we’ll experience a little more traffic as we head south towards the Bay of Islands. This morning will start with a short 
transfer to the start of our first ride, where we cycle up and over a headland with a spectacular descent to Taupo Bay, 
recently voted as one of NZ’s Top 10 beaches. After morning tea we can retrace our steps or load up to drive to the start of 
our second ride which follows the coastal road around Whangaroa Harbour. Once again the road weaves through a pretty 
mix of rural and coastal landscapes with some gentle climbs and long descents. We have another picnic lunch at the stunning 
Taiaue Bay before a climb out of the bay and weaving inland to the end of our ride where the road meets the State Highway. 
We load up the bikes and drive approx 45 minutes to Paihia, the main resort in the Bay of Islands. Once in Paihia there is an 
option to visit the famous Maori Marae at Waitangi, scene of the signing of the peace treaty between the Maori and British 
Government in 1840 (entry fee payable). We then take the passenger ferry with our bikes across the harbour to the pretty 
seaside township of Russell, once known as the Hell Hole of the Pacific! We will stay at the historic Duke of Marlborough 
hotel for the next 2 nights.  
Cycle Distance: Taupo Bay Road - 22km / 14miles return Whangaroa to Matauri Bay Road - 48km / 30 miles  
Total Ascent: 980m  
Meals: B,L,D 
 

Day 6 – Russell - rest day 

Today you are free to relax and explore the area. There are many options for sight-seeing including Bay of Islands cruises to 
see the Hole in the Rock and swimming with dolphins, sea kayaking, walks along the beach, a visit to the National Maori 
Marae at Waitangi or some cycling on quiet roads behind Russell. Your guide will be happy to help suggesting tours and 
making any bookings. You are free to make your own lunch and dinner arrangements.  
Meals: B 
 
Day 7 – Russell to Whangarei 
Today is another spectacular coastal ride as we bike from bay to bay. Our undulating route winds through beautiful northland 
bush, with views of the bright blue sea and white sandy beaches. The views from the high points make the climbs well worth 
while and there are several options for a swim on the way. We reach Helena Bay after 55km and then we ride a further 5km 
uphill to lunch at a lovely cafe and gallery, well known for its display of Maori crafts. There is the option to hop on the bus for 
a ride up the hill. An awesome descent takes us back to the main road at Whakapara where we load the bikes and drive 
towards Whangarei. We will have the chance to view the Whangarei Falls on the way into town and relax before dinner. 
Tonight we dine on the waterfront at the local marina.  
Cycle Distance: Russell to Whakapara – 73km / 45miles Total Ascent: 1030m  
Meals: B,L,D 
 
Day 8 – Whangarei to Mangawhai Heads 
This morning we transfer out of Whangarei to Puwera and unload the bikes. Today, another day of quiet rural roads, rolling 
green hills and undulating cycling takes us to Paparoa, where we set off from on our first day. We then transfer by vehicle to 
Waipu to avoid the highway. From here we cycle along the coast road getting glimpses of the sea from behind the sand 
dunes and arrive at the beach at Waipu Cove. We continue to the stunning Langs Beach before our road weaves uphill onto 
the headland through lush native bush. We then descend to the seaside resort of Mangawhai Heads. Our accommodation is 
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out in the country, so we load up the bikes here and transfer to our hotel. Tonight is our last group dinner together and we 
celebrate our weeks cycling achievements.  
Cycle Distance: Puwera to Paparoa - 45km / 28miles Waipu to Mangawhai Heads - 21km / 13miles Total Ascent: 625m  
Meals: B,L,D 

 
Day 9 – Mangawhai Heads to Warkworth (Auckland) 
After breakfast in Mangawhai Heads we drive to the small town of Wellsford. We cycle eastwards towards the coast, the first 
part of the ride is flat following the lush Whangaripo Valley. We are then greeted by our last challenge; a long climb to the 
top of a peninsula (where there is a short 1.2km section of gravel) followed by a great descent taking us to our lunch stop in 
Leigh. After lunch we follow the undulating coastal road alongside the Whangateau Harbour and inland to Warkworth which 
marks the end of our cycle ride. We load up the bikes and drive back to Auckland, a journey of approx 1.5-2 hours where we 
say a sad farewell to our guides and new cycling companions. There will be one drop off in Parnell, Auckland and we can 
expect to be there around 6pm (traffic dependent).  
Cycle Distance: Wellsford to Leigh - 34km / 21miles Optional Ride: Leigh to Warkworth - 22km / 14miles Total Ascent: 
460m (optional ride 230m)  
Meals: B,L 
 

Important Note 
 
These trip notes represent the most current information for this itinerary. The itinerary should be seen as a guide only. This 
itinerary may change at any time due to inclement weather, forces of nature and other circumstances beyond our control. 

 
Information 
 

Included in trip cost 
 8 breakfasts, 8 lunches, 6 evening meals  

 8 nights hotel/motel ensuite accommodation on a twin share basis  

 Professional qualified guide/driver  

 Private vehicle transport  

 Ferry transfers at Hokianga Harbour and Russell  

 Water and snacks while cycling  

 Access and concession fees paid to the Department of Conservation  

 New Zealand Goods and Services Tax (GST)  
 

Not included 
 International or domestic flights and taxes  

 Arrival and departure transfers  

 Meals not mentioned in the itinerary  

 All beverages, other than breakfast  

 Bike hire (including helmet)  

 Water bottle (help us save the environment and bring your own bike drink bottle)  

 Optional activities (e.g. dolphin watching from Russell, visit to Treaty House at Waitangi)  

 Personal expenses (e.g. phone calls, internet, laundry, shopping etc) 

  Visa (if required)  

 Tips 

 
Pre & Post trip accommodation 
 
If you would like some help booking pre/post tour accommodation speak to our staff as they can help with different 
suggestions 
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Accommodation  
 
The accommodation for this trip has been carefully selected to provide comfort and value in the best locations possible. The 
accommodation is on a twin share or double room basis with private facilities. If you wish to reserve a room to yourself a 
single supplement is available at extra cost. Please note: although every endeavour is made to stay at the accommodation 
detailed in the itinerary, occasionally, due to seasonal shortages, we need to use other accommodation of a similar standard. 
If you are travelling alone, we will arrange for you to share accommodation with another traveller of the same gender and if 
we cannot match you up we will provide a single room at no extra charge. If you prefer not to share, a single supplement is 
payable to guarantee your own room.  
 

Dietary requirements  
 
Provided we are advised in advance of your departure we are able to cater for vegetarian diets and can assist with medically 
recommended diets (allergies and intolerances). Please ensure you discuss your requirements with us well in advance (at 
least 1 month prior to your trip) to determine whether we can cater to such dietary requirements on your chosen adventure. 
Please note that options are likely to be limited in very remote locations or alternatives may be more expensive or 
unavailable. There may be times when those with special requirements may need to provide their own food. We are unable 
to guarantee a peanut-free or allergen-free trip, and therefore, we strongly encourage that travellers with life-threatening or 
severe allergies take all necessary medical precautions to prepare for the possibility of exposure. Passengers must travel with 
all necessary medications for food allergies and be capable of self-administering these medications 

 
Equipment 
 
Bicycles 
 
ROAD BIKE (Additional Charge) On road cycling tours our road bikes provide the ultimate cycling experience. The drop handle 
bars offer multi hand positions. Our bikes have wider 35mm tyres and disc brakes which are safer and better suited to NZ 
road conditions. They have a relaxed geometry and wide range rear cassette to suit people with varying levels of cycling 
experience and for longer cycle touring routes. .  
 
HYBRID BIKE (Additional Charge) These bikes have the same narrower tyres and lightweight frames, only with flat handlebars 
to give the performance and speed of a road bike. The geometry allows you to sit in a more natural upright riding position 
that provides the best control of the bike with a well-placed centre of gravity and in a posture that reduces strain on the 
rider’s neck and back. .  
 
TANDEM BIKE (Additional Charge) Our tandem bikes for road cycling tours are ideal for experienced cycle partners to enjoy 
the journey together. The riding position on our tandems is similar to being on a mountain bike but we fit road tyres to make 
them perfect for the sealed roads. For bicycle specifications please contact us. .  
 
ACCESSORIES Bikes can be fitted with flat pedals, toes clips or MTB SPD (clip in) pedals. A bicycle helmet and drink bottle will 
be included with your bike rental, and a 15L saddle bag for personal items you might need in the day can be fitted to the 
hybrid bikes. 
 

What you carry  
 
The tour is fully supported so you wont have to carry anything. Our road bikes do not have rear racks, but a seat post 
mounted rack can be provided if you require one to carry any personal items such as camera, waterproof jacket, sunscreen. A 
bicycle helmet will be supplied with all bike rentals. We recommend you pack your luggage in a soft sports bag for easy 
stowing in the trailer/vehicle. We urge you to keep your luggage to a minimum. If you have extra luggage you do not require 
for your holiday we can arrange to store it until the end of the trip. 
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Clothing list for cycling tours  
 
The weather in New Zealand is often changeable, and depending on the nature of the trip involved, you will need to have 
suitable clothing for a wide range of conditions. We have tried to think of everything that you may need but you might have 
your own additions. If you are unsure of any of the listed items please don’t hesitate to get in contact with us and we will 
help you out. Remember this is just a recommend list – common sense should always prevail, number one hint from previous 
clients – don’t over pack!  
Laundry facilities are readily available on many nights – the maximum that you will go without being able to wash your 
clothes is four nights, on most tours it is less than this. 
 
Cycling Clothing:  
• Cycle shorts – padded ones are best for comfort  
• Cycle jerseys – bright colours are best  
• Reflective or highly visible vest or jacket – a fluro vest is now compulsory on all our road cycling tours (if you do not have 
one, one will be provided for the tour)  
• Thermal layers – quick drying or merino thermal base layers  
• Waterproof rainwear – top essential, pants optional  
• Cycle shoes and pedals – shoes suitable for cycling, sports shoes/trainers are adequate. If you have specific cycling shoes, 
you might like to bring your own pedals to ensure they fit  
• Cycling gloves – bring short and long fingered gloves for warm and cold conditions  
• Cycling socks and undergarments  
• Sweat band/buff/handkerchief, leg and arm warmers are also optional  
• Beanie/warm hat to wear under your helmet on those cold days  
• Camelbak hydration system or water bottle  
• Sunglasses 
 
If hiring a bike it will be fitted with:  
• One water bottle cage; two water bottle cages can fit on the large frame bikes  
• Simple bike computer  
• Pedals – either standard flat, toe clips or MTB SPD’s (clip-ins), we can also fit your pedals if you choose to bring your own. 
Please note we do not have ‘Look’ pedals  
• Saddle Bag – our hybrid bikes are fitted with a 15L rear bag, big enough for your extra clothing, a jacket, sunscreen, camera 
etc  
• Bike seat – we have a range of seat styles available but nothing beats riding with your own seat. You are welcome to bring it 
along and we can fit it to your bike. Just bring the seat, not the stem  
• Helmet – we have a range of sizes available, but you might prefer to bring your own 
 
Your guide will have:  
• Bike tool kit, including chain oil  
• First aid kit  
• Spare inner tubes and track bike pump  
• Helmets – we have a range of sizes available, but you might prefer to bring your own  
• Bike locks 
 
Optional cycling equipment:  
• Your bike. We use great bikes on tour, but you may prefer to bring your own. Please note if bringing your own bike into 
New Zealand from overseas it will be checked by Biosecurity officers at customs, so make sure it is clean and free of any mud 
before you box it up  
• Helmet – we have a range of sizes available, but you may prefer to bring your own  
• Repair gear (including spare tube) if you are bringing your own bike. Your guide will be carrying tools, but it is not 
guaranteed there will be the correct tubes or parts for your specific bike  
• GPS or extra navigational systems  
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• Power bars & energy drinks – our guides will feed you snacks and fruit while cycling but you might like to bring your own 
energy specific products. If you do not usually use these items, there are plenty of snacks available. It's not worth taking up 
the space in your luggage 
 
Personal clothing:  
• Casual evening wear – dinners are a casual event  
• Casual day wear, t-shirts and shorts, longs etc  
• Lightweight woollen jumper or fleece  
• Warm jacket – layering up is the best option  
• Sports or casual shoes and sandals – you may be doing some short walks, so bring some shoes that are comfortable  
• Swimsuit and towel (optional) – each accommodation provider will supply towels but it can be handy to have a small one 
with you during the day for drying yourself from rain – if it rains …  
• Undergarments, socks and sleep wear 
 
Personal supplies:  
• If travelling from overseas: Passport and photo copy of passport and emergency contact list, kept separately from originals, 
flight details and insurance details  
• Day pack for on the bus – can also double as an overnight bag for some trips (Milford Wanderer or farm stays etc)  
• Personal toiletry gear  
• Travel hair dryer (optional) not all accommodation providers will have them  
• Sun cream – on a sunny day the burn rate is 7min, its best to be prepared  
• Personal first aid kit and prescriptions  
• Insect repellent – not necessary for all tours, but we can tell you when you might need it  
• If you wear glasses or use contact lenses it can be handy to have an extra set  
• Mobile phone and charger  
• Camera and charger/extra batteries and spare memory card  
• Reading material  
• Electrical adapter for any appliances that you may be bringing (e.g. camera battery charger). Note: Australia and New 
Zealand have the same type of electrical plug  
• Plastic Ziploc bags/Dry bags – very useful for storing wet clothing 
 
New Zealand lacks the temperature extremes that you can find in most continental climates. However, the weather can 
change unexpectedly as cold fronts and warm highs quickly blow in. Because of this, you should be prepared for sudden 
changes in weather and temperature. This basically means having a good waterproof jacket and several layers of warm 
clothing. A fleece and/or jumper and good thermals are a must. 
 

Safety 
 
All adventures, no matter how modest, involve an element of risk. However throughout the holiday, safety is always a most 
important consideration. Only reputable, experienced and safety conscious operators are used for the specialist adventure 
activities, and your widely experienced guides undertakes all the activities with the group. This means there is always a high 
level of skilled support. 
To get the most out of your adventure it is important that you are mentally flexible, positive and eager to take on all the 
challenges that arise. If you are uncertain about your suitability for this trip we recommend that you speak with your 
consultant or travel agent. 
 

Travel insurance 
 
We strongly urge you take travel insurance to cover cancellation and curtailment, baggage loss or damage, medical expenses, 
emergency travel, repatriation and personal accident. 
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Luggage 
 
We recommend you pack your luggage in a soft sports bag for easy stowing in the trailer/vehicle. We urge you to keep your 
luggage to a minimum. If you have extra luggage you do not require for your holiday we can easily arrange to have it stored 
until the end of the trip. A day bag that can double as an overnight bag is a requirement on certain trips. 

 
Cycling 
 
We believe that cycling is one of the best ways to see a country. Our cycling trips have been well researched to take you on 
the best route which means using, wherever possible, quiet secondary roads. On the route you will see incredible scenery 
and landscapes, view the well known sights, eat delicious food, stay at unique accommodation and meet the locals. Stronger 
riders can challenge themselves by cycling the whole route from lodging to lodging. Recreational cyclists can still enjoy these 
tours as the support vehicle is used to transport riders to the best cycling sections. Riders of all fitness levels can enjoy these 
cycling tours, which can be joined back to back to form a longer journey providing the best of New Zealand’s South Island, 
covering up to 80-120kms plus per day (50-75 miles).  
 
We have two different styles of bikes available for hire, or you are welcome to bring your own bike.  
For those confident using a road bike, we have a new fleet of Merida Silex 300 road bikes for hire. With carbon forks, 1-11 
gearing, disc brakes and proven Sram componentry they offer a fast, safe and comfortable ride. We also work closely with 
other local bike rental companies who offer full carbon road bikes and we can help organise bike rental if requested.  
 
You may also choose an Avanti Giro F2 bike. These bikes have the same narrower tyres and lightweight frames, only with flat 
handlebars to give the performance and speed of a road bike. The geometry allows you to sit in a more natural upright riding 
position that provides the best control of the bike with a well-placed center of gravity and in a posture that reduces strain on 
the rider’s neck and back.  
 
Please see our website for the cost of bike hire, all our rental bikes can be fitted with flat pedals, toe clips or MTB SPD pedals. 
If you require road SPD SLs or Look pedals, please bring your own. We can fit your own pedals and seat if you have a 
favourite. Our road bikes do not have rear racks, but a seat post mounted rack can be provided if you require one to carry 
any personal items. A bicycle helmet will be supplied with all bike rentals.  
 
All equipment and luggage will be carried by the support vehicle. These point to point cycling journeys are not designed to be 
a marathon event and no one needs to feel under pressure to ride, everyone is able to ride at their own pace. If at any time 
you do not wish to ride, the vehicle is always available for you and your bike.  
 
Remember that cycling involves some physical exertion and some pre trip preparation will help towards making your cycle 
tour a more enjoyable experience. Cycling, of course, is an active pursuit and to maximise your own personal protection in 
case of a tumble or fall, the wearing of a bicycle helmet is compulsory at all times whilst cycling. We also highly recommend 
wearing bright, fluoro cycle clothing to increase your visibility on the road. Fluro cycle vests are now compulsory on all our 
road cycling tours, one will be supplied if you do not have one of your own. Flashing front and rear lights are fitted to our 
road bikes for additional safety. 
 
 
 
 
 


